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Unfurl the Market with 
Extensive Marketing Solutions

Our Mission- Mail Prospects Aspires to ful�ll all
Marketing Needs of its Customers

Mail Prospects is one of the leading email marketers, outspreading its 
comprehended business solutions to the ease of its customers. With a 
variety of customized data focused on B2B marketing operations, email 
marketing and data driven marketing, we are the pioneer of the market. 
Availing highly specialized and assembled quality business databases 
that are target oriented. Our diversified services include mailing lists 
based on B2B, Industry, Technology, Healthcare, Direct Marketing and 
Email Marketing.

Mail Prospects stand out for delivering quality leads effortlessly. It has 
evolved as a leader in sculpting any firm’s brand image. It has worked with 
the leading industries worldwide and satisfied them with monumental 
success. 

Mail Prospects works rigorously to outgrow 
its customers’ requests with utmost candor. 
We provide a reliable database at an afford-
able price. The organization aims at provid-
ing a complete cycle of marketing services 
which attracts reputed customers for your 
firm. Mailing lists are enormously 
researched and are inclusive of all details. It 
strives to get along with all the demands 
and provide solutions to the needs of 
esteemed clients.
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Why Choose Us??

We give 85% exactness, deliverability on our rundown. In any instance, you locate any hard email 
ricochet we supplement them with new contacts at no additional expense.

OPT-IN INFO INTENSE VERIFICATION

All the contents incorporate just 
consent based pick in data.Con-
sequently, you will only receive 
the right purpose of contact.

We give 85% exactness, deliver-
ability on our rundown. In any 
instance, you locate any hard 
email ricochet we supplement 
them with new contacts at no 
additional expense.

The rundown would be 
conveyed in Excel position or 
some other standard configu-
ration you favor. 

We convey a double check 
process preceding delivering any 
records. We include skill examina-
tion and information investigators 
who call every record and check 
the presence of the contact. Every 
email locations are checked 
through our verifier programming 
to guarantee there are no hard 
bobs.

REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE

UNLIMITED DATA USAGE

You will be assigned a dedicat-
ed accounts manager so as to 
promptly resolve any sort of 
issues with the data delivery 
without any hassles.

You can utilize the information 
numerous times and whenever 
you need it. Likewise you can use 
for all channels of showcasing.

ACCOUNT MANAGER DELIVERY FORMAT

We update our 
list in every 

45-60 days 
as a mandatory process.

 Making sure no 
redundancy exists. 
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Our Services- Mail Prospects Delivers
the following Marketing Virtues

MARKETING DATABASE

Mail Prospects regains your productivity. With a diverse list of mailing contacts 
we avail you vast opportunities to decode strange demands. Our three different 
contact databases are mailing lists, targeted mailing lists and country-wise 
mailing lists.

CUSTOMER PROFILING

CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION

Customer profiling is a key element to determine market analytics. It identifies 
the most and least profitable customers, as a result, eliminating the unprofitable 
market. It also focuses on product development and innovating ideas.

Customer Segmentation highlights of con-
sumer data, consumer credit data and busi-
ness data. It involves segmenting data into 
attributes such as geographical location, 
address verification, behavior graphics, data 
integrity, consumer view, digital acquisition 
and financial personalities.

DATA CLEANSING
It’s the process of detecting and removing 
errors from a given database. Data cleansing 
helps in eliminating data inconsistency and 
produces quality data. Mail Prospects engag-
es in cleaning data as well as arranging them 
in a systematic manner.
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EMAIL APPENDING
It is a process of comparing customer database with an existing vendor 
database to ensure addition of any missing email addresses. Email 
appending is conducted with the aim of enhancing the consumer’s email 
subscriber list, which helps in sending the customer information by using 
email and not the traditional postal mail.

EMAIL CAMPAIGN 
Effective marketing tool based on market research and surveys. 
After in depth research on the latest email marketing 
automation advancements, we have attained the best 
solution for all your campaigning needs.

CRM DATA INTEGRATION
Most influenced business turnaround is the 
assimilation of CRM Data Integration. With 
data integration marketers have clinched 
customer insights. CRM has helped the 
marketers to be more focused and 
advanced.
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Our Data Collection Methodology :
We implement the most current and efficient methods to collect data for each respective database.

We use the following methods to assemble our database: 

 Survey and Questionnaire

 Interviews 

 Site visit and Program Observations

 Implementation of Community measures

 Tradeshows, Magazines, Portals, etc.

 Company Statistics Providers

We maintain a strategic relationship with the vendors for the purpose of gathering information like 
company names and their demographics like employee size, revenue size, number of pc’s, mailing 
address and so forth.

Assisted by a data collection team that comprises of around 200+ members. The process of data com-
pilation is followed by verification of each and every data. This data verification is achieved through 
tele-verification process. This verification process guarantees the existence of the contact and accord-
ingly we provide our customer with the most accurate data.

Can-Spam Compliance

We entirely stick to the Can-Spam act by giving just pick in email locations to the customer. We convey 
select in/quit messages to all the email addresses affixed and evacuate the quit demands before giving 
the last annexed information to the customer.

 Organizational Guarantees

 The legal agreement document will have the details mentioned.

 Strict Confidential Policy

We comprehend that every one of the information that you give to us is your most significant resource and 
we take great consideration to keep up it and keep it safe. We sign a non-revelation and secrecy concur-
rence with our customers expressing that their records will stay secret and won't be utilized for some other 
reason. We have cutting edge security courses of action to protect your database and our in house data-
base from outside effects.
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Our Reputed Clients

Mail Prospects, 848 N Rainbow Blvd, Las Vegas,  Nevada 89107
United States

Phone : 1-888-420-0517     Email : info@mail-prospects.com
Website : www.mail-prospects.com
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